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Abstract. The article is devoted to determining the technical and operational productivity and
the main parameters of the new screw working body, in collaboration with the laser planner
scoop, to achieve optimal parameters of the technological process of leveling the fields of
farms. The possibility of up to 30% saving of irrigation water, as well as increasing crop yields,
depends on the quality of planning.

1. Introduction
Agricultural lands belong to fertile lands, are considered the main means of national wealth,
agricultural production, and ensuring food security of the country. The total area of agricultural land is
20,236.3 thousand hectares, of which arable land is 3,988.5 thousand hectares, perennial plantings383.1 thousand hectares, deposits -76 thousand hectares, hayfields, and pastures - 11,028, 3 thousand
hectares, other lands - 4 760.4 thousand hectares. In recent years, systematic measures have been taken
in Uzbekistan to improve land and water relations, optimize agricultural land and apply a simplified
procedure for their allocation, introduce modern market mechanisms, innovative and resource-saving
technologies for using land and water resources, and produce highly profitable, export-oriented types
of products by reducing low-profitable cotton and grain areas [1, 2]. The issues of rational use of water
resources and the planning of irrigated lands are almost directly dependent [3, 4, 5]. Due to the large
volume of reclamation work, the effective use of irrigated land to obtain high yields of raw cotton and
other agricultural products, the quality of the implementation of field planning is of great importance.
To ensure the high quality of the technological processes, including irrigation in any way, it is
necessary to pay special attention to capital planning and the mandatory periodic implementation of
field operational planning.
The layout of irrigated land provides the following basic conditions for the cultivation of crops [6,
7, 8, 9]
- the most complete use of the irrigated area;
- uniform soil moisture throughout the irrigated area
-with minimal loss of water and an increase in labor productivity during irrigation,
-complex mechanization of crop cultivation and high labor productivity;
-reducing soil erosion;
- increase the efficiency of the use of high-speed units.
2. Methods
In the method under consideration, it is scientific to substantiate the use of a screw working body on
the current layout of irrigated areas, which helps to increase productivity. When using a screw
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working element at the current and pre-sowing leveling of sowing areas, the traction movement of the
soil is reduced by 8 ... 10%, this reserve can be used to increase the speed of translational movement
and increase the width of the planner's grip, which helps to increase work productivity [9, 10]. It is
known that the magnitude and nature of the change in the angular velocity of a material particle
determine the productivity and energy indicators for conveying the material with a screw [11, 12].
Consider the movement of a soil shaft particle with a mass d m located at point О of an inclined
cylindrical screw at a distance r from the screw axis (Figure 1, a and b.) And moving along the
trajectory of the absolute AB movement; the axes τ, b, and n are the tangent, binormal, and normal to
the path of absolute motion, respectively. The n axis is directed toward the center of curvature and
coincides with the y-axis. The Z-axis is parallel to the screw axis, the x and y axes are tangent and
normal to the plane of the PP screw, perpendicular touts axis; ſ ſ horizontal plane [13].

а)
b)
Figure 1. To the derivation of the differential equation of motion of a material
particle in the auger and the calculation of productivity: a, b are schematic diagram
of a screw and forces acting on a soil particle
3. Results and discussion

The following forces act on a soil particle: particle gravity Gr=gdm, which can be decomposed into
three
components,
axial
GrI=Gr.sinβsh
(along
the
z-axis),
radial
II
Gr =Gr.cos βsh cosε (along the y-axis) and tangent GrIII=Gr.cosβsh·sinε (along the x-axis); centrifugal
2
force F  r    d  m (along the y-axis), the friction force of the particle on the blade cover Fк 1
(along the τ axis), the friction force on the helical surface Fsh (at an angle of inclination of the helix to
the x-axis); tangential inertia, acting along the tangent to the path of absolute particle motion (axis τ)
and directed opposite to the particle’s absolute velocity vector V (Figure 2, a); normal inertia force
directed to the center of curvature of the trajectory (along the n axis); the normal reaction of the
adjacent layer Fk (along the n axis) and the helical surface F1 (at an angle ar to the z-axis) ß1- the angle
of inclination of the screw to the horizon; Ɛ is the current angle of rotation of the particle, measured
from the projection of the O2 particle on the PP plane. The resultant Fl of the normal reaction of the
helical surface Fsh and the friction force against the helical surface deviates from the normal and the
helical surface by the angle of friction   arctgf , where f is the coefficient of friction of the soil over
the screw metal. If we consider that the loosened soil in front of the planner bucket is clay, then the
value of this coefficient is 0.6 ... 0.7 [14].
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а)
b)
Figure 2. To the derivation of the differential equation of motion of a material
particle in the auger and the calculation of productivity: a is speed plan; b is
scheme for calculating performance.
The friction force of a particle on a bucket caused by the combined action of forces F1и GIIr is equal to

Fk1  f r ( F1  Gr )  f r ( r  r  g cos 1  cos )  dm ,
II

2

where f r and f are the coefficients of friction of the particle on the bucket and the adjacent layer of
material, and the helical surface, respectively. Absolute particle velocity


Where

t 2  o 2  r r 2  (  r )2  tg 2ar

(1)

 t – is the tangential particle velocity at a radius r from the axis of the screw t   r  r ,

 о is the axial velocity of the particle at a radius r from the axis of the screw о  (   r )tgar ,

 is screw angular velocity, аr is the angle of inclination of the helix of the screw on the radius r
(Figure 1, a).
The tangent force of inertia is defined as follows:

Fu 
t

d
r[r  (  r )tg 2 ar ] dr
dm 

dm ,
dt
 2  (   ) 2 tg 2 a dt
r

r

(2)

r

normal inertia force:

Fu   2  ra

1

 dm  r 2 [ r  (   r ) 2  tg 2 a r ]  [r (1  tg 2 )]1
2

(3)

Where ra is the radius of curvature of the trajectory at the point in question, ra  r (1  tg 2 ) ,

 is the angle of inclination of the helix of the particle path to the X-axis
(Figure 1, a).

tg  tgaш (  r )r

1

(4)

ash is the helix angle of the screw on the periphery.
According to the d'Alembert principle [15], the equation of the dynamic equilibrium of a material
particle in the projections on the axis of the natural trihedron of the trajectory
III
t
1
II
  [ Fл sin(ar     )  Gr cos  Fk  Fu  Gr sin ]  cos  ( Fц  Gr  Fu  Fk )  sin   O (5)
H

1

 b   Fл  сos(а r     )  Gr

II

III

 sin  Gr  cos  0,
1

(6)

II
H
III
t
1
 n  ( Fц  Gr  Fu  Fkii )  cos  [ Fл sin(ar     )  Gr  cos  Fk 1  Fu  Gr sin ]  sin   0 (7)
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Solving these equations together, excluding the force from them Fл, after the corresponding
transformations of the exception and time by expressing the elementary angle of rotation along the arc
О1, О2 (Figure 1, b) particles d  (   r )dt, we get:
dr

d



sin([ar   )r  cos(ar   )  tgar (  r )
[ g  sin  ш  r  g  cos  ш sin   tgar (  r )] 
cos(ar   )r  sin(ar   )tgar (  r )

(  r )r[r  (  r )tg 2 ar ]

(8)

 f r (r  g  cos  ш  cos ) r  (  r ) 2  tg 2 ar  g  sin  ш  tgar (  r )  g  cos  ш sin   r
(  r )r[r  (  r )tg 2 ar ]
2

2

By integrating equation (8.) by the Euler method, we can obtain the dependence curves  r from 
for screws with various parameters [15, 16].
o
In horizontal (βш<30 ) auger in the period of steady motion, the angular velocity of the particle is
zero. The angle of rotation of the particle ε, at which the steady motion begins, depends on the initial
conditions and can be found from equation (8):
 arctg[ f r sin(a r   ) cos1 (a r   )]
(9)
The maximum productivity on loose soil, determined by the throughput between the upper turns of
the screw will be:



П 

rш

  dS (10)
r

rкр

where rш is the outer radius of the screw,  r is the speed of soil sliding along the screw surface of the
screw (relative speed), dS is the elementary cross-sectional area of the soil located between the upper
turns in a plane perpendicular to the relative velocity vector.
The soil in the cross-section of the screw by a plane passing through the axis of the screw occupies
an area bounded from below by a straight line perpendicular to the axis of the screw (Figure 2, b).
Then in the section, we get a rectangle of length lII, which can be taken equal to the screw pitch lII= lIш.
The elementary soil cross-sectional area at a distance r from the screw axis will be equal to:

dS  dS1 cos a r  l 1 dr cos a r  2l 1 ( 4 2 r 2  (l 1 ) 2 ) 1  rdr ,

(11)
where dS1 is the elementary soil area in the axial section (Figure 2 b) In horizontal and sloping

augers with a tilt angle βш≤30o angular velocity of a material particle rш  0 . To calculate the
ср

capacity (m3/ h), you can use the following formula:

ПТ  450(d  d b2 )l 1  K H K   K р1

(12)

Where dsh, db are the respectively, the diameters of the screw and shaft, m; Кн is the screw filling
ratio, for our case, we can take equal Кн=0.2…0.4; [17, 18]
Kβ is the coefficient taking into account the angle of inclination of the screw to the horizontal
Кβ=1.0…0.8 ,
Кр is the soil loosening coefficient, for our case Кр=1.14… 1.28 [19, 20].
The main parameters of the screw working body include the length of the transporting part - lш,
cutting parts - lш, screw diameter - dш, peripheral speed on the cutting edge  окр,, screw pitch - l1ш,
working speed  р.
The length of the conveying and cutting parts of the screw is taken constructively, based on the
type of screw and the parameters of the medium being processed. For preliminary calculations, it is
possible to take the length of the transporting part of the horizontally located screw
lш=lp=(0.7…0.8)Вп, where Вп is the width of the scoop bucket. The diameter of the screw dш with a
horizontally located working body for a given productivity Пт can be determined from formula (12)
after some transformations,
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dш  ПT К р (900окр K a K н K  ) 1  dв2 ,

(13)

where  оkp - peripheral speed on the cutting edge of the screw,  оkр = 1.5 ... 3 m / s; Ка coefficient taking into account the inclination of the cutting edges of the screw,
Ка  lш / dш  0,7...1,0 .
The step of the horizontal screw is taken equal lш1 =Kаdш, the value of Kа is taken depending on the
inclination of the cutting edge of the screw. For our case, we can take Ка equal to 0.85.
The working speed of the soil moving with the screw should be equal to the speed of filling the
bucket of the scheduler with soil. The latter depends on the progressive speed of the planner. For our
case, with a certain accuracy, we can take  гр=  ков=  n, where  гр is the speed of moving the soil
with a screw,  ков is the speed of filling the planner bucket with soil,  п is the translational speed of
the planner, m/s.
The working speed of the planner’s movement can also be determined from the conditions for
ensuring a given performance on a cut of soil with a planner bucket. For a horizontal auger, operating
speed (  n) of movement, m / s:

П  ПT  l р1hр1 , (14)
Пt is the productivity of the planning unit on a cut of soil, m3/h, lр is the length of the cutting part
of the planner’s knife, m, hр is the thickness of the cut soil layer, m.
4. Conclusions
From the analysis of the above theoretical background for determining the performance of a screw
working body, it follows that with an increase in the speed of rotation and diameters of the screw, the
productivity of the screw working body increases. At the same time, the screw pitch is also of great
importance, with an increase in which the volume of the transported soil increases to the side walls of
the planner bucket, which in turn contributes to an even distribution of the soil of the drawing prism
along the width of the planner passage. With an increase in the speed of translational movement of the
planner, the working capacity of the screw working body increases, that is, the screws move a large
amount of soil to the sides relative to each other. As shown by selective experiments with the
experimental model of a mini-planner, such an improvement in the work of the screw working element
occurs under the influence of the translational speed of up to 2 m/s. Above this speed, the screws begin
to become clogged with soil and the technological process of the screw working body is violated.
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